Changing p53 mutations with the evolution of chronic myeloid leukaemia from the chronic phase to blast crisis.
The frequent involvement of chromosome 17p abnormalities in the progression of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) led us to investigate the involvement of the p53 tumour suppressor gene located on chromosome 17p. We analysed 31 samples from four patients sequentially, and 16 patients in blast crisis only, using single stranded conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis of exons 5-8, followed by cloning and sequencing. The sequential samples ranged from diagnosis through to late disease. We found that 15% of our blast crisis samples had p53 abnormalities. In our sequential studies we found two of the four patients analysed in more detail had p53 mutations in the late chronic phase of disease (11 and 5 months prior to blast crisis becoming apparent). These chronic phase mutations differed from the p53 abnormalities found in the blast crisis samples from these patients. One patient also had the same chronic phase mutation at post bone marrow transplant relapse. Our results suggest that, in some cases, sequential investigations through CML disease progression of p53 mutations and other oncogenes/proto-oncogenes may provide early indications of the routes of disease progression to blast crisis.